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This book opens up the magic and gigantic world of stage technology in one of the most renowned opera houses in the world -

the Vienna State Opera

On Stage shows everything that must be done before the curtain can be lifted and the prepared decorations of an opera house can be

seen on stage so that the performance can start. The words ‘stage machinery’ describe only very inadequately the interaction of

hundreds of people in highly skilled occupations: the flies, sinking, props… On Stage offers not only a glimpse behind the stage but also

to mysterious places on, under and next to the stage, a preparatory drama that is as dramatic as the play itself. After Metamorphoses,

Creation, ISBN 9783901753077, Celebration, Close-up, ISBN 9783901753190, Passion, Emotion and Glamour, ISBN

9783901753589. On Stage is the 8th volume in an encyclopaedic series about the Vienna Opera House, conceived to grow by one

volume per year until 2019, when the opera house celebrates its 125th anniversary.

Dominique Meyer is a leading French economist, manager and cultural advisor. In 2007, he was offered the directorship of the Vienna

Opera House. He took up office in September 2010. Peter Kozak was born 1958 in Vienna. Since 2002 he has been the technical

director at the Vienna Opera House. Andreas Láng is dramaturg at the Vienna Opera House. Oliver Láng is dramaturg at the Vienna

Opera House. Lois Lammerhuber has been voted world-best photographer three times and won awards for almost all of his books.

His perception of photography has strongly been marked by the close cooperation with GEO magazine. He is a member of the New

York Art Directors Club.
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